
4 DAYS TANZANIA CAMPING WILDLIFE SAFARI
SERENGETI & NGORONGORO  

Free cancellation up to 30 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Tanzania Safaris
Camping and Stargazing
Safari

Travel Style: Budget
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Activities:

English
Spanish
French
German

Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Live Guide/Instructor
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
For Art Lovers
LGBTQ
Senior
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Solo
Women
Wheelchair Accessible
Youth

Country:
Africa
Tanzania

Routes:
Serengeti National Park

Pickup: Kilimanjaro International Airport;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Drop-off: Kilimanjaro International Airport;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Age Range: 7 - 90 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

Camping safaris Tanzania is a journey with well-organized itineraries that bringing together
the most remarkable landscapes, peoples’ norms and culture as well as the most thrilling
wildlife, some of our affordable camping safari in Tanzania are combining Zanzibar beach
holidays or Kilimanjaro climbing at reasonable prices.

Tour Introduction: 

Camping safaris Tanzania is a journey with well-organized itineraries that bringing together
the most remarkable landscapes, peoples’ norms and culture as well as the most thrilling
wildlife, some of our affordable camping safari in Tanzania are combining Zanzibar beach
holidays or Kilimanjaro climbing at reasonable prices.

Itinerary:
Day 1: DAY 1: TARANGIRE NATIONAL PARK  
  We will leave Arusha town early in the morning with a picnic lunch for a full day game
drive in Tarangire. Tanzania's sixth largest National park is known for its majestic baobab
trees that dot the landscape, dwarfing the animals that feed beneath them. The Tarangire
River is the centerpiece of this park which is famous for some of the largest herds of
elephants in Africa. Here you may see lion, leopard, cheetah, lesser kudu, buffalo, Oryx,
eland, giraffe and zebra. Post the game drive, you will head to accommodation for
relaxation and where a delicious dinner and overnight awaits you. Accommodation:
Kizumba Public Campsite

Day 2: DAY 2: TRANSIT TO SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK  
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  After finishing up a good breakfast at our accommodation, you will head out towards
Serengeti National Park and travel in the midst of the never ending plain grasslands. Later
on we proceed to Serengeti with en-route game drive. The Serengeti National Park is
arguably the most impressive wildlife sanctuary in the world. You will have a late
afternoon game drive in the endless plains of the Serengeti for a chance to see the great
herds of wildebeest, zebras, and gazelles or a pride of lions lounging in the shade. A
picnic lunch will be done during the daylong game drive itself. The eventful day comes to
an end with a heavy dinner and a good night's rest in your accommodation. Overnight at
Serengeti in Central Serengeti. Accommodation: Serengeti Public Campsite

Day 3: DAY 3: GAME SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK 
  Early after having a delicious and heavy breakfast, depart for a game drive to explore
the central portion of the Serengeti National Park today. The legendary Serengeti
National Park is the most renowned safari destination for its incredible population of
lions and leopards. The central portion of the Serengeti - known as Seronera area is one
of the richest wildlife habitats in the park. It features the Seronera River, which provides
a valuable water source to this area and therefore attracts wildlife well representative of
most of the Serengeti's species. During the off season of the migration, one must really
look out for the many lion pride that thrive in this region. The interactions and survival of
these lion pride provide an excellent game viewing experience all year round. Along with
a picnic lunch during the full day game drive evening. We are completely flexible with
your preferences and this day will be doing another full game drive since the Serengeti is
large and vast we can find different areas to exploit and spot animals and when you are
lucky enough you can even see some events such as animal hunting and fighting. Later
on after this beautiful scenery tour with full of memories we will be taken to Ngorongoro
Conservation Area for dinner and overnight. Accommodation: Ngorongoro Simba Public
Campsite

Day 4: DAY 4: NGORONGORO CRATER FULL DAY – (NGORONGORO
CONSERVATION AREA)  
  You will wake up early morning, having your breakfast in the morning before starting to
depart to Ngorongoro Crater for a game drive, the 600 m deep caldera you will descend
the crater for a game drive. The Ngorongoro Crater is the world's largest inactive, intact
and unfilled volcanic caldera. It has a massive floor of about 260 sq. kms with a depth of
over 2000 feet. Ngoro Ngoro Crater is the largest collapsed volcanic crater in the world
and fourteen kilometers of isolated natural beauty. Ngoro Ngoro Crater is surrounded by
a ring of extinct volcanoes and the floor, dotted with watering holes, shelters some 30,000
animals. The 5-hour game drive on the crater floor will show you a lot of animal action.
Keeping the camera ready is definitely recommended. The African elephant, buffalo,
Black rhino, Hippos, Hyenas, Cheetahs and Lions are found in plenty. Post the picnic
lunch at the beautiful Hippo pool, you will begin a steep ascend to the top exit of the
crater. With an incredible experience and loads of memories to cherish, this is the time
you bid goodbye to your team. We will then have a picnic lunch at a beautiful picnic site,
then we will have at least 2 hours game drive our guide will take us to Arusha town for
relaxation, dinner and overnight. Accommodation: Karibu Heritage House
https://karibuheritagehouse.co.tz/
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WHAT’S INCLUDED 

Location Nights Type Property
Name

Rating Occupancy

Arusha 2 Hotel Karibu Heritage
House

3 Star Shared

Pickup & Drop-Off

Airport Transfer
Bus Terminal
Hotel
Bus Terminal

Pick Up choice can be varried

Guide
  

Spanish ,German ,English ,Italy and French Speaking Guides are availabale

Meals

Halal
Jain
Kosher
Meat
Vegan
Vegetarian

All dietary requirement are considered in this tour.

Insurance

Transport

Jeep & 4WD
Extra Services

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

Flights
Other Excluded:
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Covid Safety 

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism released National Standard Operating Procedures
for management of the COVID-19 threat. The comprehensive seven page document detailed the
rules put in place to continue operations while at the same time protecting visitors.

Some of the items included in the procedures include:

thermal screening for arriving passengers
all contact surfaces are cleaned and sanitized on a regular basis
staff members must wear personal protective equipment (PPE) when attending to guests
and servicing guest areas
hand washing and sanitizing facilities must be provided to guests and staff
staff members should maintain a distance from one another and from guests

Our staff on Mount Kilimanjaro are required to take extra precautions when packing,
transporting, and preparing food and equipment for climbers. PPE will be worn by staff when
interacting with guests. The number of staff who interact with guests and the frequency of those
interactions will also be limited accordingly this we are doing training fo all  Signature”s staff.

Signature Safari is fully operational at this time. We have put reasonable and practical safety
measures in place.

As long as our clients feel comfortable to travel here, we are prepared to serve them. We believe
that the new standard operating procedures will be effective in minimizing the risk of infections
on the mountain and during safari.

For clients who would like to follow social distancing with other climbers, we offer single tents
on the mountain and single rooms on safari or in town. Meals can also be eaten in the sleeping
tent versus the community mess tent if desired.Hopefully your question on Can I Climb
Kilimanjaro? is cleary briefed answered.

 

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 30 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 20 % of the tour amount

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism released National Standard Operating Procedures
for management of the COVID-19 threat. The comprehensive seven page document detailed the
rules put in place to continue operations while at the same time protecting visitors. Some of the
items included in the procedures include: thermal screening for arriving passengers all contact
surfaces are cleaned and sanitized on a regular basis staff members must wear personal protective
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equipment (PPE) when attending to guests and servicing guest areas hand washing and sanitizing
facilities must be provided to guests and staff staff members should maintain a distance from one
another and from guests Our staff on Mount Kilimanjaro are required to take extra precautions
when packing, transporting, and preparing food and equipment for climbers. PPE will be worn by
staff when interacting with guests. The number of staff who interact with guests and the
frequency of those interactions will also be limited accordingly this we are doing training fo all
Signature”s staff. Signature Safari is fully operational at this time. We have put reasonable and
practical safety measures in place. As long as our clients feel comfortable to travel here, we are
prepared to serve them. We believe that the new standard operating procedures will be effective
in minimizing the risk of infections on the mountain and during safari. For clients who would like
to follow social distancing with other climbers, we offer single tents on the mountain and single
rooms on safari or in town. Meals can also be eaten in the sleeping tent versus the community
mess tent if desired.Hopefully your question on Can I Climb Kilimanjaro? is cleary briefed
answered.

Good To Know 

No safari would be complete without a glimpse of a few of the “Big Five" or the chance to see
some lesser-known, but equally fascinating animals. Fortunately, Tanzania doesn’t disappoint.
Home to the Great Wildebeest Migration, each year, Tanzania sees millions of animals make their
way across the land in search of water and fresh pasture. Wildebeest, zebra, and gazelle make the
arduous journey, and brave the raging Mara River filled with waiting crocodiles.

FAQs 

FAQ

Q What is the climate like in Tanzania?

Summer: September to April. Temperature: 20°C to 30°C.

Winter: May to August. Temperature: 19°C to 25°C.

Rainfall: April-May (long rains) and November to mid-December (short rains).

Q Do we need a tourist visa to enter Tanzania?

A A valid visa is required for travel to Tanzania. A passport with a minimum validity of 6 months
prior to expiry is required. A single-entry visa is valid for 3 months from the date of issue. Visas-
on-arrival are available at Kilimanjaro International Airport (JRO)for US$50. (For U.S. Citizens,
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the cost is US$100 for a multiple entry visa.) However, it is advised that visitors travelling from a
country where visa services are available should obtain a visa prior to arrival in order to avoid
potential delays at the airport.

Q What currency should we bring to spend in Tanzania?

The Tanzanian Shilling is the currency of Tanzania. The exchange rate is roughly 1 USD = 1600
TZS. Credit cards are not widely accepted. However, USD is accepted in most cv  cvb yvf,u
3places visited by tourists. Please note that US bills printed before 2003 are not accepted in
Tanzania, as there was a large amount of illegal processing of dollar bills in the country.

Q What are the vaccination requirements to enter Tanzania?

Yellow Fever inoculation is mandatory for visitors transiting through South America, West,
Central and East Africa (e.g. Kenya) and visitors to Zanzibar. Otherwise, there is no mandatory
inoculation required to enter the country. Precautions for malaria are always recommended.
Please consult a travel clinic physician for additional recommendations.

Q What voltage is used in Tanzania? Can we charge our cameras and phones while on
safari?

The standard voltage throughout Tanzania is 220-240V, 50Hz. The primary socket type is the
“Type G” grounded 3-prong British BS-1363. Most camps and lodges have outlets available for
charging cameras and mobile phones. Our safari vehicles are also equipped with electrical outlets.
SIM cards can be easily purchased for mobile phones and internet usage. Many camps and lodges
also have wireless connectivity available at an additional cost.

Q How much should we tip?

Although not mandatory, tips are highly welcomed to show appreciation. The suggested amount
is US$15-20/day for a safari guide or a mountain guide, US$10-15/day for a cook or assistant
guides, and US$8-10/day for porters. Please note that this is only a suggestion. We recommend
our clients to tip according to how they feel after the service has been delivered. Whether you
wish to tip more, tip less, or not to tip at all, it’s entirely up to you!

Q What should we pack for safari?

Comfortable clothing, wind/rain coat, light jacket/sweater, socks & underwear, walking shoes &
sandals. Mosquito repellent with DEET (Most camps/lodges already have mosquito nets set up
over the bed.) hat, sunscreen, sunglasses, camera, spare batteries, spare memory cards, converter,
binoculars, tissue, wet wipes, hand sanitizer. Personal first aid kit, medicine (in case of cold,
stomach upset, headache)

Q Do you have recommendations for safari clothing?

Wear light-weight, natural clothes that are comfortable. Avoid colours such as black and blue as
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they might attract tsetse flies. Bring a waterproof layer or wind jacket for evenings/early
mornings.
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